Bat Field Technician

Employer: US National Park Service
Location: Yellowstone National Park

We're looking for an assistant to our graduate student, Austin. He is doing bat work in Yellowstone National Park. We would need someone from mid-May to September, possibly longer if they are interested. The project is working with bats and roost habitats. We would like someone that is rabies vaccinated and has some handling experience. It would also require hiking in the back country to deploy long term acoustic monitors in remote locations. The standard is the ability to hike up to 15 miles a day with a 50 lb pack at elevations of 6000-8000 feet. This is not something we do every day but special trips. Other concerns are working in bear country and in mountain weather, which it can snow any month of the year. This is a paying position.

There is opportunity to help with some of our projects working with amphibians, big horn sheep, and vectors of disease.

Contact Jessica Richards at jmrichards5@gmail.com for more information